Abstract. We propose a new method to control memory resources by static analysis. For this, we introduce the notion of sup-interpretation which bounds from above the size of function outputs. This method applies to first order functional programming with pattern matching.
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Partial assignment
A partial assignment θ is a partial mapping from a vocabulary Σ such that for each symbol f of arity n, in the domain of θ, it yields a partial function
In this example, the function half computes n/2 on an entry of size n. So by 145 taking θ(S)(X) = X+1 and θ(half)(X) = X/2, we define a sup-interpretation of the function symbol half. In fact, those functions are monotonic. For every unary value v of size n, θ * (v) = n ≥ n = |v| by definition of θ(S), so that condition 2 on sup-interpretation is satisfied. Finally, it remains to check that for every value v, θ * (half(v)) ≥ θ * ( half(v) ). For a value v of size n, we have by definition of 150 θ * that θ * (half(v)) = θ * (v)/2 = n/2 and θ * ( half(v) ) = half(v) = n/2 .
Since n/2 ≥ n/2 , condition 3 of sup-interpretation is satisfied. Notice that such a sup-interpretation is not a quasi-interpretation (a fortiori not an interpretation for proof termination) since it has not the subterm property.
Weight
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The weight allows us to control the size of the arguments in recursive calls. A weight is an assignment having the subterm property but no longer giving a bound on the size of a value computed by a function. Intuitively, whereas the sup-interpretation controls the size of the computed values, the weight can be seen as a control point for the computation of recursive calls.
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Definition 2 (Weight). A weight ω is a partial assignment which ranges over Fct. To a given function symbol f of arity n it assigns a total function ω f from R n to R which satisfies:
1. ω f is weakly monotonic.
2. ω f has the subterm property
The weight of a function is often taken to be the maximum or the sum functions.
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The weight is useful to control the number of occurrences of a recursive call .
Indeed, the monotonicity property combined with the fact that a weight ranges over function symbols ensures suitable properties on the number of occurrences of a loop in a program when we consider the constraints given in section 6.
Moreover, the subterm property ensures to control the size of each argument in 170 a recursive calls, in opposition to the size-change principle as mentioned in the introduction.
Fraternities
In this section we define fraternies which are an important notion based on dependency pairs, that Arts and Giesl [4] introduced to prove termination au- Here, we suppose that the i 's are new symbols which are not in Σ nor in Var.
The substitution of each i by an expression
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Assume that f( -If e f is a compositional expression (that is with no case definition inside it),
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-Otherwise, e f = Case x 1 , · · · , x n of q 1 → e 1 . . . q → e , then there is a position j such that e j = C [d] . In this case, p 1 = q j,1 . . . p n = q j,n where
At first glance, this definition may look a bit tedious. However, it is practical in order to predict the computational data flow involved. Indeed, an expression 
The dependency pairs provide a precedence ≥ Fct on function symbols. In- 
Intuitively, f ≥ Fct g means that f calls g in some executions. And f ≈ Fct g means that f and g call themselves recursively.
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Say that an expression d activated by
For every function symbol h that appears in the context
All along, we suppose that there is no nested fraternities, which means that a fraternity d does not contain any fraternity inside it. This restriction prevents definitions of the shape f(S(x)) = f(f(x)). This restriction is not too strong 210 since such functions are not that natural in a programming perspective and either they have to be really restricted or they rapidly generate complex functions like the Ackermann one. The following examples illustrate typical fraternity constructions.
Example 2. Consider the program log computing log 2 (n) + 1 on an entry of size n and using the program half of example 1.
This program admits two fraternities S(log[half(S(y))]) and S[half(y)] since
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log > Fct half.
Example 3 (division). Consider the following definitions that encode the division:
This program admits two fraternities minus(u, v) and
since q > Fct minus.
Definition 5. A state is a tuple f, u 1 , · · · , u n where f is a function symbol of arity n and u 1 , . . . , u n are values. Assume that
1. There is a substitution σ such that p i σ = u i for i = 1, . . . , n, 2. and t j σ = v j for j = 1...k.
We call such a graph a call-tree of f over values u 1 , . . . , u n if f, u 1 , · · · , u n is its
Moreover we say that a dependency pair is involved in the call-tree, if its evaluation for a given substitution corresponds to < η 1 , η 2 >.
Polynomial assignments
Definition 6. A partial assignment θ is polynomial if for each symbol f of arity
We classify polynomial assignments by the kind of assignments given to constructors, and not to function symbols. If each constructor of a polynomial as-235 signment is additive then the assignment is additive. Throughout the following paper we consider additive assignments.
Lemma 2. There is a constant α such that for each value v of Values, the inequality is satisfied : 
A Proofs
A.1 Properties of friendly programs
A friendly program p has two characteristic factors. The first one R p is called the thickness function. It is defined as the maximum of the R i 's residual functions which appear in the sup-interpretation of a fraternity. Formally, for each fraternity d = C[g 1 (t 1 ), . . . , g r (t r )] activated by some expression, we set R d (X) = max i=1..r (R i (X, . . . , X)) where
The second one δ is called the erosion factor and intuitively it corresponds 355 to the argument quantity which is removed at each recursive step.
In order to define to define the erosion factor δ, we consider a dependency pair u = g(q 1 , · · · , q m ), h(s 1 , · · · , s k ) and we set the erosion factor δ u implied by u thus. If the friendly criteria is strict, that is
-Suppose that e f is a case expression of the form.
Case x 1 , . . . , x n of
Suppose that the computation f(v 1 , . . . , v n ) matches the pattern sequence
There are two cases to consider. The main one is when e i is the fraternity
. In order to bound the size of the computed value, we 380 have to bound the number of constructor symbols added by the context in the corresponding cycle of the call-tree, noted E ≈Fct and the number of constructor symbols added by the rules that involves function symbols strictly smaller for the precedence (i.e. that leave the cycle), noted E >Fct .
We start to bound E ≈Fct : 
)). Finally we have:
constructor symbols. It remains to bound the number of constructors added by function calls that leave the cycle. Since the calls leave the cycle, we know that they involve only function strictly smaller for the precedence.
For such a function g, a polynomial bound on the computed value is already given by the polynomial Q g . We know that the arguments of such a call are bounded by ω f (θ * (p 1 σ), · · · , θ * (p n σ)). So they are bounded by
.). So the number of constructor symbols added by such a call is bounded by
since the sup-interpretations of contexts oblige to take the maximum of such calls, we have:
So we have:
Lastly, if e i is not a fraternity. Then we have already a bound Q f on the size of the computed value. Thus
Thus proving theorem 3. Finally, we have:
Thus proving theorem 1.
A.3 Proof of theorem 2
We first begin by proving the following lemma and then we define a notion of rank:
Lemma 5. Given a friendly program, for every rule of the shape
and every subsitution σ, there is a polynomial Q such that:
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the height ht(e) of a term e. If ht(e) = 0 then the term is either a constant or a variable. We have eσ ≤ max i=1..n (|p i σ|).
Suppose that the result holds for terms d of height ht(d) = k. And consider the term e of height k + 1. e is of the shape h(e 1 , . . . , e n ) with max i=1..n (ht(e i )) = k.
Thus, by induction hypothesis e i σ ≤ Q i (max j=1..n (|p j σ|)). eσ = h( e 1 σ , . . . , e n σ ) for the call by value
Notice that the coefficients of the polynomial Q only depend on the size of the 390 program since the height of a term is strictly bounded by the size of the program.
Definition 10 (rank). We define a notion of rank rk on the class of equivalent function symbols for ≥ Fct in one branch of the call-tree. The calling symbol f is of rank 0.
-If there is a transition f, v 1 , · · · , v n g, u 1 , · · · , u m and f > Fct g with
. . , α(X)) we obtain the required polynomial bound.
Suppose that we have built a polynomial R k for the function symbols of rank k and that rk(g) = k + 1. There is a dependency pair f 1 (q 1 , · · · , q l ),
call-tree, for a given substitution σ, and such that rk(f 1 ) = k and rk(g 1 ) = k + 1
the highest rank l we put R(X) = R l (X). Such a l exists since the rank is bounded by the number of function symbols and consequently by the size of the program |p|. Consequently, the polynomial is independant of the inputs. Now we prove by induction on the rank that for every k R k gives a bound on the size of the values belonging to states whose rank of function symbol is smaller than k. We have shown that it is true for k = 0. Suppose that it is true for k.
By construction and induction hypothesis, R k+1 bounds the values of the states of rank smaller or equal to k. Given a state h, w 1 , · · · , w l of the branch with
Finally R gives a bound on the size of every value of the call-tree, even if the calltree is infinite (In this case, the program is non-terminating and it adds at least an infinite branch of states whose respective function symbols are equivalent for the precedence ≥ Fct ).
B Examples
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Definition 11 (Dependency pairs graph). Let DP(p) be the set of all dependency pairs of a program p. The dependency pair graph DPG(p) of a program is defined by -The set of nodes is DP(p).
-There is an edge between max( + R(M )) with R = M + 1 and θ * (m) = M . Since the corresponding inequality is strict our program is friendly. Finally, as a consequence of theorem 1, there exist P elim such that for every value v 1 : elim(v 1 ) ≤ P elim (|v 1 |)
Example 10. The following program computes the reachability problem for graphs:
Here is the corresponding dependency graph (without the equi and union func- Since the function symbol union makes the union between two graphs, we can take its sup-interpretation to be the sum of the size of the two graphs. FinalLy,
